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Investigations

Objectives

- Investigation of road projections in terms of distraction

and endanger of other drivers

Investigation in public road traffic

- Vehicle with high resolution projection (HR): snowflake, 

guiding lines, construction site, without symbol

- Subject / test person drives another vehicle with

Eye Tracking

- Subject is not informed about projections

Evaluation

- Objective: gaze behavior depending on projection

- Subjective: Questionnaire from the non-user point of 

view

Eye tracking sysem and

calibration pattern

Example of gaze distribution
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First Investigation 
Typical gaze behavior without projections
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First Investigation
Case 1: Projection Vehicle is Passing

Region of Interest

Projection is visible

for the subject
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First Investigation 
Gaze attention densities with and without projections

Result:

The gaze behavior is not changing significantly when symbols/guiding lines are projected by an 

overtaking vehicle.
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First Investigation
Statistics of the gaze behavior when being overtaken

Average duration

of overtaking

Snow flake 5,8 s

Construction site 6,1 s

Guiding lines 6,0 s

Low beam 6,3 s

similar fixation duration

with projections compared

to without projections

Average 

number of

fixations

4,4

4,5

4,1

4,0

Median of

fixation

duration

750 ms

690 ms

700 ms

760 ms

reference

From questionnaire: 12% did

not notice the projected

symbols
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Second Investigation
Case 2: Test person overtakes high resolution vehicle

ROI
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Second Investigation
Statistics of the gaze behavior

Average duration

of overtaking

Snow flake 7,2 s

Construction site 7,8 s

Guiding lines 8,2 s

Low beam 7,5 s

Average 

number of

fixations

4,2

3,9

4,4

4,1

Median of

fixation

duration

990 ms

970 ms

1160 ms

1330 ms

reference

No significant change in fixation

duration between with and without

projection.

Low beam shows longest median 

fixation.

Questionnaire: The tested projections did not distract, obstruct or harass the driver during the test. All 

subjects stated that the projections would not be a distraction, obstruction or harassment in other relevant 

traffic situations. In each case, 75 % of the subjects rated the tested projections as supportive.
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Summary of both Investigations
Statistics of the gaze behavior

statistically siginificant

difference of the median 

fixation duration depending

on driving task

HR is overtaking the subject

Average median fixation duration:

725 ms

Average median fixation duration:

1113 ms

Subject is overtaking HR
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Conclusion

1. The gaze and fixation behavior differs significantly when driving in different traffic situations.

2. No significant difference in gaze and fixation behavior can be found when situations with projected

lines or symbols are compared to the same situations without projections. 

3. Together with interviews it is clearly shown that the projections do not lead to distraction of other 

drivers.




